
 

2020 DISTANCE LEARNING CHOICE BOARD #3: 

6th-8th GRADE 

● For each day of distance learning, students should choose at least one activity from each subject area column (Math, Reading, Science/Writing, Social Studies/Writing, and 
Specials), or students can log into one of the websites indicated on the bottom row. 

● Please fill in the Activity Log on the next page. Students should return the Activity Logs to their teacher when we return to school or as requested by the teacher. 

MATH READING SCIENCE/WRITING SOCIAL STUDIES/ WRITING SPECIAL AREAS 

Shani answered 12 out of 18 questions 
correct on the quiz. Which of the following 
values are equivalent to the ratio of 
Shani’s correct quiz questions? Show 
your work. 

⅔                 
22

33
 

¾                 
4

6
 

.12              .66 

Compare/contrast two nonfiction 
texts. Create a Venn Diagram or 
double bubble to compare the 
author’s purpose, setting, format, 
etc. Non-Fiction text can be found 
at https://newsela.com/. Use your 
existing account or create a free 
account using your PESD login. 

Go on this virtual field trip. 
https://www.boeingfutureu.com/virtu
al-field-trips/space 
 
Write a summary of what you 
learned while on the virtual field trip. 

Interpretations of events are influenced by 
multiple perspectives. Read a news article or 
watch a news report on TV or online at 
https://www.cnn.com/cnn10 or 
https://newsela.com/. Write about this event 
from the perspective of a person impacted or 
involved. How do these events affect lives, 
communities and the world? How would others 
see this situation differently? 

PE: Use your own body weight to 
perform muscle strength and 
endurance activities by creating an 
exercise routine for example 
(jumping jacks, squats, plank, 
mountain climbers).  

The parking lot is 68 feet long. Each 
parking space is 8 ½ feet wide. How many 
parking spaces can fit along the length of 
the lot? There are 11 light poles along the 
edge of the parking lot including one at 
each end. If they are evenly spaced, what 
is the distance between the poles? (Hint: 
draw a picture to decide what to divide by) 

Choose a fiction text (novel, story, 
poem) to read. Create an acrostic 
poem about the main character or 
theme. 

After watching the video, how would 
explain the Earth’s rotation and 
revolution?https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=l64YwNl1wr0 

Pick one advancement in technology that you 
could argue has made the most impact on our 
community, country or world (could be a more 
modern advancement or from the distant past). 
Research your advancement online or make 
your case based on discussions/surveys of 
people in your home or community. Write a 2-3 
paragraph argument explaining why this 
advancement is so significant.   

Visual Arts: In your neighborhood, at 

home or on the internet looking for murals, 
What ideas does the artist want you to think 
about? Why do you think that is? What 
more can you find? What is the artist trying 
to convey? How do murals  represent 
culture? Create a mural. Consider what 
materials you have, get creative (like chalk 
on an outside wall or sketching on paper) 
Consider how you will represent and 
include your culture in your artwork. Are 
there ways you might preserve your mural? 

Practice your multiplication and division 
facts. You can use flash cards, create 
flash cards, or go to Xtramath.org (free). 
There are also many free phone apps. 
20+ minutes 

Reread one of your favorite books. 
With text evidence, write a 
summary of the central theme 
(message or lesson). Connect the 
theme to your own life.  

Use the formula for velocity (speed in a 
given direction) to solve:   
Velocity= distance/time 
The distance to Flagstaff from Phoenix is 
145 miles.  If you want to get to Flagstaff 
in under 2 hours, how fast should be you 
driving? 

Sign in to https://newsela.com/. Use your 
existing account or create a free account using 
your PESD login. Find and collect 3 articles 
that show how the economy impacts our daily 
lives.  Write 1-2 paragraphs explaining how 
your articles relate. Cite your sources! 

Music: Rhythm:Choose two pieces of 

music you know. Compare and contrast 
the rhythm of the two pieces. (Example: 
Friend Like Me Vs. You Will Be Found = 
Friend Like Me is faster and has shorter 
rhythms. You will Be Found has longer 
held rhythms with longer phrases. 

The sign-up fee at the Jim’s Gym is $50, 
then it is $26 a month. At Pump It Up 
Gym, there is no sign-up fee; it is $39 a 
month with two free months after you’ve 
stayed for 6 months. Which gym is a 
better deal for 8 months of membership? 
Write equations and graph the functions. 

Read a nonfiction article 
https://classroommagazines.scholastic.
com/support/learnathome/grades-6-
12.html and write five questions you 
have after reading it. If possible, 
research to find answers to your 
questions. 

After watching this video, how would 
you explain gravity to someone 
younger than 
you.https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=ljRlB6TuMOU 
 

Watch today’s episode of CNN10 
https://www.cnn.com/cnn10. Briefly 
summarize the central idea of one of the 
news segments and explain one Text-to-
Text, Text-to-Self or Text-to-World 
connection you made to the topic. 

Theatre:  Design a new mask 
based on your favorite game, book, 
or show. It could even be based on 
a time period that resonates with 
you. What would be your favorite 
part of the mask and why? 

Lin’s math test scores this semester were 
87, 80, 99, 75, 93, 80. Find the mean, 
median, mode, and range of his scores. 
What type of graph best represents data 
over time? Create the graph.   

Become a critic and write a review 
about the most recent TV show or 
Movie you have watched. 

Research career opportunities 
related to life and physical sciences.   
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/scie
nce-engineering-careers 

If someone was to write your biography what 
primary and secondary sources would they find 
to study your life and experiences?  Create a t-
chart listing out those sources, explaining what 
makes each one primary or secondary and 
what could it tell someone about your life. 

Dance:  Stretch and warm up for 
10 minutes daily. Perform 10 
across the floor skills using skills 
from Modern, Ballet, Jazz or Hip 
Hop. 

KHAN ACADEMY. Click here to go to Khan Academy. Either sign into your existing account or register for a new account. Practice for 20-30 minutes. 
IXL: Click here to go to IXL. Sign into your existing account. If you do not have an account, just click on a topic you would like to practice (use free version). Practice for 20-30 minutes.  
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PRODIGY (math). Click here to go to Prodigy. Either sign into your existing account or to register as a “New Player.” Practice for 20-30 minutes.  

2020 DISTANCE LEARNING ACTIVITY LOG #3: 

6th-8th GRADE 
 

● For each day of distance learning, students should choose at least one activity from each subject area on the Choice Board. 
● Please record the activity you did and the time it took you to complete it on this Activity Log. 

● A family member or guardian should sign the bottom of the form. 

● Students should return the Activity Logs to their teacher when we return to school or as requested by the teacher. 
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https://play.prodigygame.com/

